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 Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment

 Increased Costs of Employee Benefits

Consolidation of Retirement Plan Providers 

Employees Increasingly looking to Employers for Financial Guidance

Companies Required to Take More Active Role in Managing Fiduciary Obligations

Industry Trends

    Trends in Corporate Retirement Plans











 Understand Roles and Responsibilities

 Hire Prudent Experts

 Identify, Quantify and Benchmark Plan Expenses

 Eliminate Conflicts of Interest

 Maximize Impact of Plan Design

 Help Your Employees

  

Action Steps

Best Practices
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Pension Plan De-Risking Trends 

 Continued trend to stabilizing liabilities and “liability driven 
investing”

 Prevalence of lump sum windows
– Be aware of IRS guidance regarding offering to retirees

– Be mindful of not making the lump sum a “permanent” feature / don’t 
approach the same group multiple times

– Be clear in participant communications / be ready for claims / use 
ERISA “discretion” language

 Plan terminations becoming more prevalent
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 Most, but not all, terminating plans file for determination letter and 
wait for that before making distributions

 Annuity selection is a fiduciary function (95-1 “safest available 
annuity” standard)

 Some sponsors do a spin-off / termination
– PBGC premium reduction example

– “Participant survey” example

• “Permanence” issue

• Pre-62 in-service withdrawal concern

 Age 62 in-service withdrawal options are becoming more common

Pension Plan De-Risking Trends 
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 Make sure delegations to plan fiduciaries are clear

 Examine fiduciary insurance coverage and indemnification 
obligations

 Committees should meet regularly and keep good minutes 
(detailed enough, but not excessive)

 Vendor RFPs and fee benchmarking should be done 
periodically
– Lawsuits regarding “stale” vendor relationships

 Don’t forget 403(b) plans
– Recent university litigation

Fiduciary Best Practices / Litigation Update
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 Stable value litigation
– Against both providers and plan fiduciaries

– Cases alleging breach on both sides of the stable value / money 
market issue

 Excessive fee cases / settlements
– Make sure funds are in the cheapest possible share class

– Benchmark fees periodically

– Engage an outside advisor

– Unique company stock fund challenges / prevalence of independent 
fiduciary

Fiduciary Best Practices / Litigation Update
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 Impact of New DOL Fiduciary Rule
– Effective April 2017

– Limited impact on large plan sponsors / investment committees

– Limited impact on plan investment advisors / managers

– More impact on plan recordkeepers and small plans (under $50M)

• IRA rollover advice issue

Fiduciary Best Practices / Litigation Update







Accounting Standards Update (ASU) 
 ASU No. 2015-07 Fair Value Measurement (Topic 820): 

Disclosures for Investments in Certain Entities That Calculate 
Net Asset Value per Share (or Its Equivalent). 

 ASU No. 2015-10 Technical Corrections and Improvements
 ASU 2015-12, Plan Accounting

      
Highlights of Accounting, Audit & Regulatory 
Updates
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ASU No. 2015-07 Fair Value Measurement (Topic 820): Disclosures for 
Investments in Certain Entities That Calculate Net Asset Value per 
Share (or Its Equivalent
 Removes the requirement to include investments in the fair value 

hierarchy for which fair value is measured using the net asset value 
practical expedient.

 Requires retrospective application.
 Effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2015 (non-

public for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2016) with 
early adoption permitted. 

 Sufficient information must be provided to permit reconciliation of the 
fair value of the assets categorized within the FV hierarchy table to 
amounts presented in the statement of net assets

 Continue to disclose investment strategy, future investment 
commitments and redemption requirements  

 ASU 2015-12 removes the disclosure of investment strategy for 
funds that file Form 5500 as a Direct Filing Entity (DFE).
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FASB Issued ASU No. 2015-10 Technical Corrections 
and Improvements

FASB Issued ASU No. 2015-10 Technical Corrections and Improvements
 Make minor amendments to FASB Accounting Standards 

Codification.
 Changes to the FASB definition of “readily determinable fair value”. 

(paragraph 30)
 The fair value of an equity security is readily determinable if sales 

prices or bid-and-asked quotations are currently available on a 
securities exchange registered with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) or in the over-the-counter market, 
provided that those prices or quotations for the over-the-counter 
market are publicly reported by the National Association of 
Securities Dealers Automated Quotations systems or by OTC 
Markets Group Inc. Restricted stock meets that definition if the 
restriction terminates within one year.
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FASB Issued ASU No. 2015-10 Technical Corrections and 
Improvements

FASB Issued ASU No. 2015-10 Technical Corrections and Improvements
 Changes to the FASB definition of “readily determinable fair value”. (cont’d)

 The fair value of an equity securities traded only in a foreign 
market is readily determinable if that foreign market is of a 
breadth and scope comparable to one of the U.S. markets 
referred to above.

 The fair value of an equity security that is an investment in 
a mutual fund or in a structure similar to a mutual fund 
(that is, a limited partnership or a venture capital entity) is 
readily determinable if the fair value per share (unit) is 
determined and published and is the basis for current 
transactions.
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ASU 2015-12, Plan Accounting

 FASB issued a three-part ASU to simplify financial reporting for benefit 
plans.
 Part I: Fully Benefit-Responsive Investment Contracts
 Part II: Plan Investment Disclosures
 Part III: Measurement Date Practical Expedient

 Developed by FASB Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF)
 Responded to advocacy efforts by the AICPA’s Employee Benefit Plans 

Expert Panel.
 Identified the issues affecting a large number of plans with the goal of 

completing a project within a short period of time.
 Effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2015 

 Early application is permitted
 Plans can early adopt any of the ASU’s three parts without early adopting the 

other parts
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ASU 2015-12, Plan Accounting

Part I: Fully Benefit-Responsive Investment Contracts 
(FBRIC)

 Affects defined contribution, pension and health and welfare plans.
 Definition of FBRIC in master glossary did not change.
 Clarifies that contract value is the relevant measure for FBRICs 

because that is the amount participants would receive in a 
transaction.

 Eliminates requirements to measure fair value and present related 
fair value measurement disclosures.
 Responds to concerns about the cost and effort required to 

measure the fair value of FBRICs when fair value is not the 
relevant measure.
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ASU 2015-12, Plan Accounting

Part I: Fully Benefit-Responsive Investment Contracts (FBRIC)
 Instead, plans will present FBRICs at contract value in the statement of 

net assets available for benefits, either as,
 Investments at contract value.
 Fully benefit-responsive investment contracts at contract value.

 Investment contracts that do not meet the definition of a FBRIC 
continue to be presented at fair value.

 Apply new guidance retrospectively.
 Requires FBRIC to be measured, presented, and disclosed only at 

contract value. 
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ASU 2015-12, Plan Accounting

Challenges:

Stable Value Common or Collective Trusts (CCTs) or Similar 
Investment Funds

 Guidance clarifies that indirect investments in FBRICs through 
investment companies (e.g., stable value CCTs) are not in the scope 
of the FBRIC guidance.

 Plans should report these investments as fair value.
 These funds typically qualify for measuring fair value using the net 

asset value (NAV) practical expedient.
 These funds calculate NAV per share (or its equivalent) in a manner 

consistent with the measurement principles of ASC 946.
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ASU 2015-12, Plan Accounting

 Stable Value Common or Collective Trusts (CCTs) or 
Similar Investment Funds

 Guidance clarifies that indirect investments in FBRICs through 
investment companies (e.g., stable value CCTs) are not in the 
scope of the FBRIC guidance. (cont’d)

 As required by ASC 946, the NAV calculated by the fund is 
based on “net assets” which includes FBRICs at contract 
value.

 This NAV represents the plan’s fair value since this is the 
NAV at which the plan transacts with the fund.
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ASU 2015-12, Plan Accounting
Part II: Plan Investment Disclosures

 Requires that investments that are measured using fair value (both 
participant-directed and nonparticipant-directed investments) be grouped 
only by general type, eliminating the need to disaggregate the 
investments by nature, characteristics, and risks. 

 Eliminates the disclosure of individual investments that represent 5 
percent or more of net assets available for benefits (evaluation for 
concentration).

 Disclosure of net appreciation or depreciation for investments by general 
type, requiring only presentation of net appreciation or depreciation in 
investments in the aggregate. 

 If an investment is measured using the net asset value per share as a 
practical expedient and that investment is a fund that files a U.S. 
Department of Labor Form 5500, as a direct filing entity, disclosure of 
that investment’s strategy is no longer required. 
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ASU 2015-12, Plan Accounting

Part III: Measurement Date Practical Expedient

 Permits plans to measure investments and investment-related 
accounts (e.g., a liability for a pending trade with a broker) as of a 
month-end date that is closest to the plan’s fiscal year-end, when the 
fiscal period does not coincide with month-end.
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Regulatory Update

Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) Announcement 
2015-19 (reflected in update Rev. Proc. 2007-44, 2007-2 C.B. 54, and in 
successor to Rev. Proc. 2015-6, 2015-11 I.R.B. 194)

This announcement provides the detail of the changes in 
the IRS determination letter program and also provides a 
transition rule with respect to the remedial amendment 
period for certain plans currently on a 5-year cycle.  In 
addition this announcement formally provides notification 
that effective July 21, 2015, the IRS will no longer accept 
determination letter applications that are submitted off-
cycle with certain exceptions. 
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Regulatory Update

The cessation of this IRS determination program is based on 
the need of the agency to more efficiently direct its limited 
resources and…
 is effective January 1, 2017.
 will include the elimination of the staggered 5-year determination letter 

remedial amendment cycles for individually designed plans. 
 will limit the scope of this program for these plans to initial plan 

qualification and qualification for termination.
 will leave unchanged the current remedial amendment period (Cycle E, 

ending January 31,2016) and the next  remedial amendment period (Cycle A, 
February 1, 2016 through  January 1, 2017).
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Regulatory Update

Potential impact of the change in the determination 
program:
 Plan sponsors may consider obtaining expert opinions of 

compliance with the Code.
 Plan sponsors may consider transitioning their individually 

designed plans to a pre-approved format (Master and Prototype, 
of Volume Submitter) as this program remains unchanged.
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Common Compliance Errors - 2016

Elective deferrals – timely remittance
 When the DOL considers deferrals as “late”

 29 CFR §2510.3-102 Definition of “plan assets” – participant contributions.
 Maximum time period for pension benefit plans.
 in no event shall the date occur later than the 15th business day of the month following the month 

in which the participant contribution amounts are received by the employer. (not a safe harbor)
 Reg. Rule is outside maximum, not a safe harbor.

 Late deposits - safe harbors
 For small plans (< 100 participants) – proposed regulations include 7 business day 

safe harbor.
 When the DOL considers deferrals as “late”

 DOL view
 If employer can deposit within 1 business day, that will be the standard used by the DOL. If 

employer can deposit within 5 business days, then 5 business days would be the standard.
 Policy, procedures and consistency throughout the year.
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Common Compliance Errors - 2016

 Correction
 Lost earnings must be funded to the plan and allocated to participant 

accounts for the time period between the administratively feasible date and 
the date actually remitted.

 Late deposits are a prohibited transaction subject to 15% excise tax (on the 
earnings, not the deposit) under the Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”) §4975 –
report and pay via Form 5330.

 Alternate: use DOL’s correction program (see DOL’s Voluntary 
Fiduciary Correction Program – (“VFCP”)).

 Prevention
 Written policy and procedures for adhering to DOL timeliness requirement
 Emphasis on the importance of timeliness with HR and Payroll personnel
 Assign back up personnel for transmitting contributions
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Common Compliance Errors - 2016
 Eligible plan compensation – using incorrect definition of compensation

 Definition of compensation is as defined in your plan document 

 Plan amendment and restatements unintentionally changed plan provisions
 Change in, update of plan document or adoption agreements with unintended consequences
 Results in Improper compensation used to calculate deferrals, employer match, and profit-sharing 

contributions

 Corrective action
 Match the Plan definition of compensation and ensure payroll has properly flagged the appropriate 

types of compensation for deferral
 Educate payroll personnel on Plan compensation definition
 Have all additions of earnings codes be run through a review for Plan deferral and matching 

eligibility

 Prevention
 Verify that eligible compensation is calculated using the plan document definition

 Noncash fringe benefits should be included in the final payroll for the year, instead of as a W-2 
adjustment

 Verify proper coding of all payroll-related items
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Common Compliance Errors - 2016
 Hardship Distribution – unsupported
IRS has stringent guidelines for Hardship distributions. Your Plan might have limitations as well, and if these guidelines are not 

met the distribution could be deemed an unqualified distribution

http://www.irs.gov/Retirement-Plans/Retirement-Plans-FAQs-regarding-Hardship-Distributions

 Outsourced to third party service providers or record keeper
 No source documents maintained by third party or service provider other than “e-certify” hardship 

 Correction
 Plan should request documentation from participant to substantiate the hardship
 If participant does not have documentation, employer should request repayment

 Prevention
 Educate HR/Payroll on IRS Guidelines for hardship
 Ensure Hardship withdrawals are allowed by the Plan
 Request and maintain documentation from participant to substantiate the hardship
 Deferrals should be suspended for six months and reinstated at the rate of the last deferral election on file
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Looking Forward to 2017

Form 5500 Modernization Initiative
Targeted for 2019 plan year filings

Goals 
 Increase disclosure of financial information
 Update service provider fee and expense information
 Require reporting of all group health plans covered by ERISA
 Improve compliance through new questions on plan operations and 

financial management of plan
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Looking Forward to 2017

Regulatory oversight
IRS and DOL

 Range from desk audits to investigations
 Focus of IRS is on plan documentation and compliance with 

regulations
 Late contributions and VFCP filings
 Using data analytics to audit plans, plan sponsors and auditors

Being prepared is important
 Review plan documents
 Document controls
 Retain documentation to support fiduciary oversight
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Questions?



The content in this presentation is a resource for Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP 
clients and prospective clients. The information provided here is of a general nature 
and is not intended to address the specific circumstances of any individual or entity. 
In specific circumstances, the services of a professional should be sought. Tax 
information, if any, contained in this communication was not intended or written to 
be used by any person for the purpose of avoiding penalties, nor should such 
information be construed as an opinion upon which any person may rely. The 
intended recipients of this communication and any attachments are not subject to 
any limitation on the disclosure of the tax treatment or tax structure of any 
transaction or matter that is the subject of this communication and any attachments.  
 
 
 

Disclosure 


